
FIRE Light a they 
can’t put out 

100 crypto projects

top artist NFT

Our team consists of founders, marketers and key opinion leaders 
from top  allowing us to create network effects 
and expose our FLAME holders to exclusive deal flows from


  sales to Unicorn projects.

FIREWhy start your  with us?
The firestarter team consists of tremendous talent from the top solidity developers with

experience at ConsenSys to marketing leads from multiple $100mil + market cap projects,

we will help you choose the go to market strategy that suits your thesis and needs.



We pride ourselves on working very closely with projects that choose to start their fire with us,

our knowledge of tokenomics, growth, blitz scaling and more will light flames that cant be put out.


Access, Access, Access
Opening doors to various partnerships with top projects is necessary for an early stage

crypto company to succeed and gain recognition, we dig deep to provide various options

for the projects that choose to make the flame flow with us ranging from multiple oracle 
project connections to ones that can provide technical infrastructure and other solutions.

Rapid Funding
Projects starting their spark with us gain access to funding from our community members

that choose to participate in the early funding rounds.



Firestarter also participates by providing capital necessary to kick off the project & have

skin in the game as a long term investor.




 TokensFLAME
The token metrics have been evaluated and chosen carefully to create an explosive


launch for Firestarter and go to market with a bang! Micro cap at launch opens the doors


to tremendous gains which will translate to core community member creation and long


term support for Firestarter itself and projects that choose to incubate with us.


More on the FLAME tokens: 

 PresaleFLAME

Release schedule:

$0.045
Presale price:

20% of total supply

 at TGE15%

for 5 months15% monthly 

in the final month10% 

 FLAME20,000,000

Presale:

$0.03
Seed price:



Tokenomics

10%

2.5%

10%

100,000,000
Total supply:

30%
Community:

5%
Seed:

5%
Marketing: Team: 17.5%

Treasury:

20%
Presale:

Development fund: 

Initial liquidity:

$0.07Listing Price:

FLAMEWhy get ?
Owning FLAME and staking it into one of our pools allows you to gain exclusive access to 

deal flows as early stage investments of projects going through our Firestarter incubator.


